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time the King saw the two Unionist leaders. According to his 1009
biographer,1 Lord Lansdowne told Lord Balfour of Burleigh at the Age 56
beginning of October that " upon the whole he was in favour of
rejection," and about the same time Lord Cawdor, while staying at
Balmoral, prepared a memorandum for the King which strongly
favoured the same course. Mr. Balfour is said " from an even
earlier period to have come to the conclusion that no comprgmise
was possible." On the other hand Lord Rosebery, though detesting
the Budget and thinking it to be the beginning of a socialism which
would be " the end of all things," was strongly opposed to tf staking
the existence of the House of Lords " on its rejection, and the same
view was taken by Lord St. Aldwyn, and still more strongly by the
group of Free Trade Unionist peers including Lord Cromer, Lord
James of Hereford, and Lord Balfour of Burleigh, who viewed with
great alarm the latest effort of the Tariff Reformers to stampede
the Unionist Party. The opposition of this group, however, was,
as usual, an active irritant to the Tariff Reformers who, thinking the
destruction of the Budget to be essential to their movement, were
for going all lengths, and, in Lord Milner's phrase, " damning the
consequences."
On the last day of October the King's Secretary wrote gloomily of
" the tendency in the minds of Mr. Balfour and Lord Lansdowne,"
but so long as the Finance Bill was in the Commons, Asquith in all
his public utterances continued to treat the idea of its rejection by
the House of Lords as beyond belief. In his final speech on the
third reading he presented the Government's proposals as the far
preferable alternative to " Tariff Reform," and only in a last
sentence glanced at the possibility which lay ahead :
" What are the two ways, and the only two ways before the country
of meeting the necessities of the nation ? On the one hand you may
do as we are doing. You may impose, simultaneously and in fair
proportion, taxes on accumulated wealth, on the profits of industry, on
the simpler luxuries, though not the necessities, of the poor. You may
seek, as we are seeking, for new taxes on those forms of value which at
present are either inadequately taxed or not taxed at all; values which
spring from monopoly; which are not the fruit of individual effort or
enterprise ; but which are the creation either of social growth, or of the
direct activity of the State itself.
That is one way—that is the way proposed by this Budget/ What is
the other, the only other, that has yet been disclosed or even foreshadowed
to Parliament and the country ? It is to take a toll of the prime necessaries
of life; it is to raise the level of prices to the average consumer of com-
modities ; it is to surround your markets with a Tariff wall which, in .
1 Life of Lansdowne, pp. 378-380*

